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CAYETANO del PINO y Cia 
Almacenista Palo Cortado sherries, D.O. Jerez 
Bottled by Sanchez Romate and marketed as part of their special selection range along with their 
fabulous Fino en rama, ‘Fino Perdido’.  
 
Cayetano del Pino is a family business dating to the mid-1880s, it has since become an ‘Almacenista’ 
– an ageing warehouse, procuring and nurturing sherries in small lots for re-sale down the track with 
enhanced character. Sanchez Romate purchase and bottle the annual output of these tiny soleras, 
one each of 15 and 5 butts, with minimal filtration. 
 
Almacenistas traditionally are small companies or individuals that are not entitled or authorized to 
sell labelled sherry directly to the market but they can supply their stocks to the Bodegas legally. For 
that purpose, they should be registered at the Regulatory Board as Almacenistas. Generally 
speaking, they are very small companies with one or two small buildings that age a very limited 
quantity of several Sherries. In the past, there was a huge number of Almacenistas (40 or 50), 
currently they are 15. The biggest differences between both are: 

 Bodegas age and sell sherries under a label that is registered at the Regulatory board. 

 Almacenistas age sherries and shell to the Bodegas in bulk without label, but they should be 
registered at the Regulatory Board. 

 
Palo Cortado: a stylistic half-world between Amontillado & Oloroso, sharing characteristics of both. 
 

  
 
Palo Cortado Solera 1/15 
Average aged of 15 years, bottled in 750ml screwcap. 
Relatively fresh-smelling nutty with fine timber aromatics, some rinded cheese, and rancio complexity 
– balsamic oranges very pretty over nuts. Relatively light, slightly creamy mid then fresh nippy finish. 
Fair complexity, very pure and lovely, immediately likeable with very nice lines. 
 
Palo Cortado Viejisimo Solera 1/5  
A single per annum bottling of one small butt in a Solera of just 5 butts. Average age more than 35 
years. Bottled in 375ml screwcap. 
120 bottle total allocation. 
Spare, elegant, detailed and beautiful, this is reserved and very fine-smelling. Hazelnut praline all 
through, great depth and definition without getting at all full. Long rancio, salted and spicy finish. 
Drinks like a great old brandy with wonderful fruit life. Yum. 


